Here are the major changes that have taken place on the various satellites over India in the past month.

**AMOS4 AT 65 DEG E**
On 25th Galaxy 4K and B4U Bhojpuri have started on 10735 V, encrypted; Nice TV has left; Sony Sports Ten 5 has started on 10789 V, encrypted.

**IS 17 AT 66 DEG E**
On 4th BRK News has replaced Total States on 3932 H, clear; Sakhi TV has left 4024 H. On 24th 1 Sports has left 3894 H. On 30th Sun Bangla and Sun Marathi have started on 3925 V, Irdeto.

**IS 20/36 AT 68.5 DEG E**
On 29th October Huda TV is back on 4150 H, clear. On 4th Honey has left 11130 V; SABC 1, SABC 2 and SABC 3 have left 11170 V; Honey has left 11808 V. On 6th Play Room has started on 11634 V, Irdeto; SBN International has left 12562 V. On 18th Zee Zest has left 11720 V, clear.

**INSAT 3C/4CR/ EDUSAT / GSAT 18 AT 74 DEG E**
On 14th DD Sports on 3782 H is now encrypted.

**THAI COM 5/6A/8 AT 78.5 DEG E**
On 1st Tara Bangla Cinema and E Ten TV have started on 3651 V, clear; Nari TV and M HD have left.

**INSAT 4A/4B/ GSAT-10 /GSAT-30 AT 83 DEG E**
On 2nd The Tata Play muxes have left 11010 V, 11050 V, 11090 V, 11130 V, 11170 V, 11470 V, 11510 V, 11590 V, 11630 V and 11670 V; Tata Play muxes have started on 11720 H, 11760 H, 11760 V, 11800 V, 11840 H, 11840 V, 11880 H, 11880 V, 11920 H, 11920 V and 12080 V, encrypted. On 10th The Tata Play mux has left 10970 V. A Tata Play mux has started on 11720 V, encrypted; DD Jharkhand has started on 12040 V, encrypted; DD Tripura has started on 11840 H, encrypted; BRK News and Nazara have started on 11960 V, encrypted. IBC Tamil TV has left 3805 H; Care World TV has left 3958 H; Public First has left 4080 H. On 18th Tabbar Hits, Blix Movies has started on 11840 H, encrypted; BRK News and Nazara have started on 11960 V, encrypted. IBC Tamil TV has left 3805 H; Care World TV has left 3958 H; Public First has left 4080 H. On 22nd 1 Sports has left 11840 H. On 23rd Shemaroo Classic has started on 3925 H, clear.

**MEASAT 3B/3D AT 91.5 DEG E**
On 8th Travel & Taste has started on 10732 V, Videoguard; Lawak Sentral and Drama Hotpot have started on 10812 V, Videoguard; Drama Hebat and Film Mantap have started on 10892 V, Videoguard; Duck TV SD has started on 12603 V, encrypted; Nusantara and Bandung TV have left 12603 V; Ngeri has left 12643 V. Discovery Asia has left 11102 V; CGTN has left 11232 V; Phoenix Chinese Channel has left 11312 V.

**INSA T 3C/4CR/ EDUSAT / GSAT 18 AT 74 DEG E**
On 10th Polimer, AMV Network and Brands For You have started on 12224 H, clear; NHK World Japan, Aljazeera English, DW English, ABC Australia Asia, Arirang World, Zing Asia, 9XM, B4U Movies India, Chithiram, France 24 English, TV5Monde Asie, EuroNews English, FashionTV Asia, CGTN, WION, KBS World and KBS Korea are now in clear; Channel Eye and Sirippoli have left. On 11th DD Sports on 12224 H is now in clear. On 25th Dharmavahini TV has started on 12224 H, clear; DP Education Science and DP Education English have left.

**ASIASAT 7 AT 105.5 DEG E**
On 18th Look TV and Cinema Gold have started on 3663 V, clear; Me TV Entertainment has left.

**LAOSAT 1 AT 128.5 DEG E**
On 1st Tara Bangla Cinema and E Ten TV have started on 3651 V, clear; Nari TV and M HD have left.

**JCSAT 2B AT 154.0E**
On 24th ABC Australia Asia has left 3831 H.